Behavioral syndromes are correlations between behavioral traits, but their selective advantage under different environmental conditions is not well understood. Here, we used the pace-of-life hypothesis to predict how behavioral syndromes could vary along climatic gradients. This hypothesis states that populations experiencing different ecological conditions should differ in suites of physiological characteristics associated with behavioral and life-history traits. We examined the persistence of behavioral syndromes at multiple levels in the ant Temnothorax longispinosus along a climatic gradient in north-eastern USA. "Across populations", we predicted that proactive phenotypes, which show higher activity, aggression and exploration, are more likely to persist in warmer climates. "Within populations", we expected positive associations among proactive behaviors to be more pronounced at warmer sites. Additionally, we measured colony productivity to test whether deviation from the population-level syndrome influences their success, and whether such deviations could vary among populations. Behavioral syndromes clearly occurred across populations, with colonies from warmer environments exhibiting more exploration and foraging but slightly less aggressiveness than colonies from colder sites. However, the presence of behavioral syndromes within sites was population-specific. Positive associations between foraging, exploration and aggression, albeit rarely found, were more pronounced at the warmest sites, whereas negative associations were more common at colder sites. Furthermore, colonies from colder environments showed higher syndrome deviations than colonies from warmer environments, which may be linked to resource limitation and may also negatively affect colony productivity. This study partially corroborates the pace-of-life hypothesis and yields insights into the adaptive value of behavioral syndromes along climatic gradients.
INTRODUCTION
A recent key topic in animal behavior and ecology is the identification of suites of correlated behavioral traits or "behavioral syndromes", which are consistent across time and/or ecological contexts (Sih et al. 2004; Sih and Bell 2008; Sih et al. 2012 ). These behavioral correlations, which imply limited behavioral plasticity and sometimes a low adaptive value, were proposed to be the result of evolutionary constraints due to genetic correlations among traits (Wilson 1998; Sih et al. 2004; Sih and Bell 2008) . For instance, populations of the social spider Anelosimus studiosus exhibit similar within-population syndrome structure, such that the more aggressive individuals in each population are also bolder and more active (Pruitt et al. 2010) . Moreover, across-population differences in mean trait values revealed similar syndrome structure, in which the more aggressive populations on average are also bolder and more active. Together, these results suggest that trait correlations might act as constraints on the evolution of behavior. However, recent findings suggest that behavioral correlations can provide selective advantages in some environments (Dall et al. 2004; Dingemanse and Réale 2005; Wolf et al. 2007 ). For instance, populations of the 3-spined stickleback exhibit within-population positive associations between aggressiveness and boldness under strong predation pressure, whereas populations under low predation pressure show no such correlations ). Behavioral correlations were suggested to be selected for because they represent 2 alternative strategies to avoid predation: a solitary strategy, which requires boldness and aggressiveness; and a shoaling strategy, which calls for cooperative and non-aggressive behavior (Bell and Sih 2007 ). Although we have some information on the selective advantage of biotic stressors, such as predation, less is known about the potential selective effects of abiotic stressors on the strength of behavioral syndromes.
The Pace-Of-Life Syndrome (POLS) was recently proposed to be applied to the study of animal personalities and behavioral syndromes. It can provide a framework to predict how associations among behavioral traits could vary along ecological gradients, e.g. climate (Réale et al. 2010) . The POLS concept (Ricklefs and Wikelski 2002; Réale et al. 2010 ) is based on the idea that closely related species or populations of the same species experiencing different ecological conditions will differ in suites of physiological traits (e.g. metabolic rate and immune response), which will coevolve together with variation in behavior and life history traits (e.g. offspring number and reproductive lifespan). For instance, in a study that tested for associations between life history strategies and behavioral traits on the Trinidadian guppy (Poecilia reticulata), downstream populations living under strong predation pressure show a faster pace-of-life than upstream populations suffering from little predation, exhibiting earlier maturity at smaller size, higher reproduction and higher levels of boldness and activity (Fraser and Gilliam 1987; Reznick et al. 1996) , which were also suggested to be associated with higher metabolic rates (Brown et al. 2005; Réale et al. 2010) . Similarly, populations of the ant Temnothorax rugatulus vary along a latitudinal gradient in behavioral types . In this North American species more aggressive colony types, which also invest less in foraging, occur in northern populations, indicating that climate could affect correlations among behavioral traits. Yet, a follow-up study found no local-scale temperature effects on such variation in risk-taking behavior among colonies (Bengston and Dornhaus 2015) . Moreover, associations were found between behavior and life-history strategies, with the more risk-prone colonies exhibiting faster growth rates and higher investment in the production of alates (i.e. winged males and virgin queens) (Bengston et al. 2017) . Here, by using a natural climatic gradient, we test for connections between ambient temperature and links between behavioral traits and use the POLS hypothesis to explain the persistence of behavioral syndromes at 2 levels of analysis (within vs. across populations) in an ectothermic animal. Moreover, we measure individuals' fitness in order to examine whether individual deviation from the population-level behavioral syndrome could influence their success. This allows us for the first time to test whether the maintenance of behavioral syndromes could provide selective advantages in certain environments along a climatic gradient.
In accordance with the POLS hypothesis, we predict that "across populations" along a climatic gradient, alternative behavioral strategies could persist as a consequence of behavioral plasticity or due to selection. Specifically, faster "proactive" individuals, with higher rates of activity, aggression, exploration and food intake (Sih et al. 2004; Réale et al. 2010) , should exhibit higher metabolic and energetic demands to support their increased activity (Careau et al. 2008; and are thus more likely to persist in warmer and more productive environments. Such environments allow access to food resources over longer time periods per year (Kaspari et al. 2000) and with higher encounter rates (MacArthur and Pianka 1966) , so that individuals grow faster and reproduce earlier than in colder environments (von Bertalanffy 1960) . In contrast, slower "reactive" individuals, which are less active, aggressive and exploratory, but invest more in brood care (Sih et al. 2004; Réale et al. 2010 ) are more likely to persist in colder and less productive environments, where opportunities for energy gain are more limited. In such environments, individuals are expected to grow slower and mature later (Angilletta et al. 2004 ; but see Orizaola et al. 2013 , suggesting a faster life style with a shortening of the growth period). We therefore predict positive associations between proactive behaviors such as foraging, aggression and exploration across populations along climatic gradients (Figure 1a) , with highest values of these traits in populations from warmer sites, which will also exhibit lowest values in reactive behaviors, such as brood care.
In addition to correlations between proactive behaviors across populations, we also suggest that along climatic gradients, such
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Behavior X A graphical illustration of our predictions for the persistence of behavioral syndromes in an ectothermic animal along climatic gradients at 2 different spatial scales, namely across and within populations. "Across populations", associations between "proactive" behaviors are predicted to be positive, with highest values exhibited by populations from warmer sites (a). Red and blue circles in the different sub-figures represent mean behavioral values for warmer and colder habitats, respectively. "Within populations", positive associations between proactive behaviors are predicted to be more pronounced at warmer environments. These predictions are based on the rationale of the theoretical model of resource acquisition-allocation trade-offs in life-history evolution developed by Van Noordwijk and De Jong (1986) ; see also Reznick et al. (2000) , which suggests that the direction of correlations between different life history traits is influenced by genetic variations in resource allocation and acquisition among individuals. In warmer environments, high variation in resource acquisition rates among individuals could lead to a fast-slow continuum, in which positive associations in "proactive" behaviors could arise, since individuals with more resources could allocate them to different behaviors (b). In colder environments, lower variation in resource acquisition rate among individuals could lead to no detected associations (c) or negative associations (d) (the exact relationship is dependent on variation in resource allocation to different behaviors) in proactive behaviors, since high activity levels could be more costly to maintain simultaneously in unproductive habitats. Different numbers and Roman numerals inside the (b)-(d) panels represent individuals in the 2 extremes along a fast-slow continuum and individuals that differ in allocation of resources to different behaviors, respectively. Values of different individuals in the population can be anywhere within the area enclosed by the lines.
correlations could be more pronounced at certain environments at the "within populations" scale. We propose that positive feedbacks between individuals' state (e.g. energy reserves or metabolic rates: Dingemanse and Wolf 2010; Wolf and Weissing 2010; Sih et al. 2015) and proactive behaviors could maintain positive associations among those behaviors in warmer environments, whereas such positive feedbacks and behavioral associations will not persist in colder environments. For example, while in warmer and more productive environments more proactive individuals are expected to persist (as predicted above across populations), initial variations among individuals within these environments in metabolic and resource acquisition rates could result in positive feedbacks between various proactive behaviors. Such positive feedbacks could occur if individuals with higher metabolic rates could invest more in foraging and acquire more energy to support their metabolic machinery, which in turn is essential to support other proactive behaviors (Careau et al. 2008; . Conversely, less proactive individuals with lower energy demands might attain relatively less resources and consequently display less proactive behaviors. Therefore, in warmer environments, individuals are expected to exhibit positive correlations between proactive behaviors ( Figure 1b ). However, colder environments, which offer limited opportunities for energy gain, are less likely to maintain positive feedbacks between proactive behaviors. In such populations, allocating sufficient resources to support both a comprehensive metabolic machinery and high levels of proactive behaviors at the same time should be costlier to maintain. Moreover, in colder environments, individuals that are in a better state might be more risk-averse (e.g. the asset protection mechanism: see Wolf et al. 2007; Luttbeg and Sih 2010) and, therefore, positive feedbacks between state and proactive behaviors are less likely to be maintained. In colder environments, individuals are thus not only predicted to be more reactive but also to exhibit no or negative associations in their "proactive" behaviors ( Figure 1c and d). However, to date, there is little empirical support linking the POLS hypothesis to explain the persistence of behavioral syndromes across and even more so within populations.
Here we test these predictions on populations of the ant Temnothorax longispinosus from temperate North America. In ants, where a colony can be regarded as a super-organism (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990) , climatic conditions are expected to affect mean behavioral responses per colony in the same way as in solitary organisms. Even though a worker ant can move around, ant colonies are mostly sedentary, so that they are exposed to seasonally changing temperatures. As ectotherms, they depend on their surrounding thermal environment and demonstrate behavioral variability in relation to environmental changes (Traniello et al. 1984; Gordon et al. 2011; Segev et al. 2014) . Moreover, insect societies are known to exhibit behavioral syndromes and personalities both among and within colonies (reviewed in Jandt et al. 2014 ). In T. longispinosus, entire ant colonies have been shown to exhibit characteristic suites of correlated behaviors such as between aggressiveness and exploration or foraging (Modlmeier et al. 2012; Lichtenstein et al. 2015) . Although such behavioral correlations could affect colony fitness, and this is particularly true for behaviors which are directly associated with resource acquisition (Dingemanse et al. 2004; Réale et al. 2007; Biro and Stamps 2008) , our knowledge of how climatic factors influence the fitness consequences of behavioral syndromes in social insects is still limited. We use field colony productivity as a fitness proxy and determine its relationship to colony behaviors. Moreover, we apply a "syndrome deviation" approach (Herczeg and Garamszegi 2012) and quantify colony deviation from a hypothetical perfect correlation between pairs of behaviors in order to link the fitness of a colony to the colony's position on the syndrome within a given population. This allows us to determine whether colonies deviating from the syndrome have a lower fitness and whether such deviation could vary among populations. For example, if as predicted, positive associations between proactive behaviors are more pronounced at warmer rather than colder environments, we can test whether in such populations colonies deviating more have lower fitness than colonies deviating less from the population-level syndrome structure. Although not tested directly, e.g. using controlled lab manipulations or transplant experiments, such a link between behavioral syndromes and fitness correlates could provide us with possible adaptive explanations for the maintenance of behavioral syndromes in certain environments. To the best of our knowledge, such a link has never been analyzed along climatic gradients.
Here we use behavioral experiments conducted under standardized laboratory conditions to study trait associations in ant colonies from populations along a latitudinal gradient of 5 °C in mean annual temperatures across the Eastern USA. We first ask whether behavioral types vary along a climatic gradient, by exploring how behavioral colony types differ across sites along the climatic gradient. We then examine whether behavioral syndromes are more common in certain thermal environments, by comparing the strength of within-population behavioral associations along the climatic gradient. Next, to learn which behaviors are associated with different life-history strategies, we determine which of the behavioral traits are related to "per capita productivity" as a fitness correlate. Finally, we determine whether colonies' deviation from the population-level syndrome could influence their "per capita productivity".
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study system
Temnothorax longispinosus colonies occur in deciduous forests across the North-Eastern USA and Canada, and nest in preformed cavities in acorns, nuts, and twigs in the leaf litter. Their colonies are small and comprise only a few dozen workers. Colonies were collected at 6 sites in June 2013 along a latitudinal gradient in mixed deciduous forests in the Eastern US. Mean annual temperatures at these sites vary from 5.5 °C (Lincoln, New Hampshire) to 10.2 °C (Stamford, Connecticut) (Table 1) , with a negative correlation between mean annual temperature and seasonality, calculated as SD of mean weekly temperatures (r s = −0.83, P = 0.042, n = 6 sites) along this geographical gradient. Forty-five to sixty colonies were collected per study site from 4 randomly chosen 10 × 10 m plots with a minimum distance of 0.5 km between them. Colonies were transported in zip-log bags with leaf litter to the laboratory of the Department of Evolutionary Biology, Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany, where they were transferred to artificial nest sites in 3-chambered plastic boxes (9.5 × 9.5 × 2.7 cm) with a moistened plaster floor. The ants were kept in a climate chamber at constant temperatures of 20 °C in a 12:12 h light:dark cycle for at least 4 weeks until the start of the experiments in August 2013, allowing acclimation to lab conditions. Twenty-one queenright (single-queen) colonies per site were selected (26.9 ± 14.2 workers per colony) and separated into blocks that were kept together in the same climate chamber (one colony per site in each block, for a total of 6 populations × 21 experimental blocks = 126 colonies) and were given a blind identity, in order to avoid a confirmation bias when analyzing the video observations.
Behavioral experiments
Four behavioral traits, including aggression, exploration, brood care, and foraging performance were studied in a series of lab experiments in August 2013. We followed the procedures as described in Modlmeier et al. (2012) for the behaviors brood care, exploration and aggression, which were examined at the individual worker level. We added an additional behavior, foraging, which was examined at the colony level. For the individual-level experiments, 10 workers per colony were chosen according to their distance from the queen and brood during the selection period (30 min per colony), to encompass large variability in worker types (e.g. foragers and nurses): 5 workers were foraging or outside the nest, whereas additional 5 were broodtending or inside the nest in close proximity to the queen. Each of these 10 workers was subjected to standardized 5-min tests for each of the 3 behaviors. All 3 behavioral tests were conducted on the same day for each block with the same sequence, starting with brood care, and ending with aggression, with at least 2 h between tests. We used this fixed order of experiments as we were mainly interested in differences among colonies and populations and not in the associations between behaviors per se. Nevertheless, we used this order as a previous study showed that exploration assays could be influenced by carry-over effects of aggression assays, such that workers that participated in an aggression assay first showed higher exploratory scores (Modlmeier et al. 2012) . This experimental design resulted in a total of 3780 tests of 5 min each (10 workers × 3 behaviors × 6 populations × 21 blocks). All behavioral tests were conducted at room temperatures of 21-22 °C. These temperatures are well below maximal temperatures and within the range of mean daily temperatures experienced by the ants during the summer months in the sites of origin (Table 1) .
"Brood care" behavior was measured by confronting each worker with a worker pupa from its own colony in a small arena (diameter 12 mm, height 3 mm) (Supplementary Figure S1A) . Here, we used pupae and not larvae in order to avoid differences between assays that could be related to variations in the hunger state of larvae. Observations for each worker were recorded by scan sampling for 5 min every 15 s using a Leica stereomicroscope-attached digital video camera, and the frequency of antennation and grooming of the pupa was later determined by dividing the number of grooming interactions by the total number of observations. Arenas were cleaned with ethanol between tests.
"Exploration" behavior was quantified by confronting each worker with a set of 8 dried pieces and seeds of aromatic plants serving as unfamiliar chemically distinct objects (caraway, thyme, coriander, chamomile, black pepper, red pepper, millet, and black sesame). All objects were placed in a multi-chamber set-up consisting of a central circular chamber (diameter 29 mm, height 3 mm) connected to 8 equally sized side chambers through 8 corridors (length 32 mm, width 7 mm) (Supplementary Figure S1B) . Observations for each worker were recorded during a 5-min period using video cameras (JVC Everio GZ-GX1). Two exploration measurements were taken: "exploration of novel environments", i.e. the number of side chambers explored by each ant, and "exploration of novel objects", i.e. the number of antennations per object for each worker. The arenas were cleaned and all objects were switched between tests.
"Aggression" behavior was quantified by confronting each worker with a freshly defrosted dead worker from a different colony of the same study site in a small circular arena (diameter 12 mm, height 3 mm) (Supplementary Figure S1C) . As was previously shown for this species, aggression against dead opponents is indicative of aggression against live opponents (Modlmeier and Foitzik 2011) . Observations for each worker were recorded by scan sampling for 5 min every 15 s using the Leica stereomicroscope-attached digital video camera, and the frequency of aggressive interactions towards the dead ant (such as biting, stinging, and mandible spreading) was later determined by dividing the number of aggressive interactions by the total number of observations. Arenas were cleaned with ethanol between tests.
"Foraging" was measured at the colony level and conducted 1 day prior to the individual-level behavioral tests and after 1 week of starvation with ad lib water. Foraging tests were taken inside a Y-shaped arena (length and width of each branch 130 mm × 30 mm, height 30 mm) with the colony inside the artificial nest in the middle and 2 food patches in each side arms (Supplementary Figure S1D) . One food patch included a small dish with 3 freshly killed Drosophila melanogaster flies and pieces of a frozen Gryllus assimilis crickets as protein source, and was located 10 cm from the nest entrance. The second patch contained a small dish with a honey solution (approximately 1 honey: 10 water) as carbohydrate source and was located 15 cm from the nest entrance. Foraging assays were recorded using a video camera for a 180 min period (for a total of 6 populations × 3 h × 21 blocks = 378 h). Two foraging performance measurements were taken: "foraging for carbohydrates" and "foraging for proteins", which were calculated as the total amount of time spent by each individual worker summed over all ant workers at either the honey or insect patch, respectively. For the "foraging for proteins" variable, we included also the traveling time from the patch to the nest with the insect and handling time whenever seen also outside the patch. These 2 kinds of food types were used to distinguish between resources required for high-tempo activity ("carbohydrates foraging") and for fast colony growth ("proteins foraging") (Davidson 1998) . All measurements were gathered using The Observer® XT 11.5 software (Noldus, Wageningen, The Netherlands).
Colony productivity and body size measurements
In July 2013, all colonies were censused and colony productivity was measured by counting the number of newly produced workers, males and queens. For calculation of the annual per-capita productivity, the number of newly produced individuals was divided by the number of adult workers in the nest. These colony productivity measurements were taken 2 weeks after transporting the colonies from the field and before the behavioral experiments. As brood development takes about a year and new emergences of workers, males and queens occur during the summer months in the field (Modlmeier and Foitzik 2011) , this measure reflects mainly field behaviors. In addition, a second census was conducted in September 2013, after the behavioral experiments. This allowed us to measure the total annual brood production for all colonies from all sites, as colonies were collected in climatically divergent sites and brood production was more advanced in some sites compared to others. Additionally, body size measurements were taken by measuring the head width of 3 randomly chosen workers per colony using the Leica stereomicroscope.
Statistical analysis
We were interested in differences in colony behavior among different populations, and therefore the mean of each individual-level behavior (brood care, exploration and aggression) per colony (10 individuals) was taken as a measure of colony behavior. In order to examine the effect of site temperature on the different behaviors (brood care, exploration and aggression), we performed separate Linear Mixed Models (using the REML method) for each behavior in which block identity, site and plot nested within site served as random factors and site temperature, worker number per colony and mean log head width per colony as covariates. Data of individuallevel colonial behaviors were log-transformed prior to the analyses to meet the normality and homogeneity of variances assumptions.
To examine the effect of site temperature on the 2 foraging behaviors (carbohydrates and proteins foraging) we performed separate Generalized Linear Mixed Models with block, site and plot nested within site as random factors and site temperature, worker number per colony and mean log head width per colony as covariates. The GLMM analyses were performed initially with a Poisson probability distribution with a log-link function, but due to the high over dispersion (>10), were repeated using the Negative-Binomial distribution with a log-link function (Zuur et al. 2009 ). As mean annual temperature is not the only variable that varies among sites, and as it highly correlated with seasonality and resource availability, with warmer environments being less seasonal and more productive than colder environments, we do not attempt to distinguish between these effects. Yet, we used it as an explanatory variable as we consider site temperature to be one of the key factors affecting the strength of behavioral syndromes in an ectothermic animal in our study system (see Introduction). In order to examine suites of correlations between behaviors and mean annual temperatures across sites, we used a 2-step process. First, factor analysis was used to determine whether the 6 behaviors (aggression, brood care, exploration of novel environments and novel objects, carbohydrates, and proteins foraging) were correlated. Colony level data were normalized using Fisher's Z transformation (Zar 1999) prior to the analyses. Factors were rotated using the varimax method and only factors with eigenvalues greater than one were extracted. Secondly, we performed separate LMMs for each factor in which block identity and site served as random factors and site temperature served as a covariate. In addition, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) diagram was generated for visualization purposes using Canoco V4.55 (ter Braak and Smilauer, 2006) .
In order to examine whether positive associations between the "proactive" behaviors are more pronounced at the warmer sites, factor analyses were used for each site separately for the "proactive" behavioral traits, i.e. aggression, exploration and foraging. Similar to the across sites analysis, factors were rotated using the varimax method and only factors with eigenvalues greater than one were extracted. In addition, to examine whether behavioral syndromes differ significantly among sites as a function of temperature, we further used the "syndrome deviation" approach (Herczeg and Garamszegi 2012) . First, for each of the 8 pairwise combinations of behaviors we quantified colony deviations from a perfect rankorder positive correlation per site (e.g. the more aggressive colonies are the more exploratory ones and vice versa). In this index, higher syndrome deviation values suggest higher deviation from a perfect positive association between behaviors. Second, factor analysis was used in order to describe the syndrome deviation for all 8 pairwise combinations of behaviors across sites. Factors were rotated using the varimax method and only factors with eigenvalues greater than one were extracted. Finally, separate LMMs were performed for each factor, in which block identity and site served as random factors and mean annual temperature served as a covariate.
To examine whether behavioral traits could influence fitness correlates and to test whether fitness varies among populations along the climatic gradient, we used separate LMM analyses in which colony productivity for the July and September censuses were the dependent variables, block and site served as random factors and site temperature and mean log head width per colony as covariates. In addition, to examine whether behavioral syndromes may be adaptive in certain populations, we used the "syndrome deviation" approach (Herczeg and Garamszegi 2012) to link the fitness of a colony as a function of the colony's position on the syndrome. For this analysis, we first chose the factors that were found to be dependent on temperature from the factor analysis which was performed for the within-site behavioral syndromes (see above). We then used separate LMM analyses in which colony productivity for the July and September censuses were the dependent variables, block and site served as random factors and mean log head width per colony, site temperature, the chosen factor from the factor analysis and the interaction between the factor and site temperature as covariates.
All statistical analyses were performed using JMP 12 (SAS 2015) and IBM SPSS Statistics 23 unless otherwise indicated.
RESULTS
Behavioral types along the climatic gradient
On a population-level, mean colony exploration of novel environments and foraging for carbohydrates were associated with the climatic gradient, in that both behaviors increased with temperature (Table 2, Figure 2 ). In addition, we detected 2 trends: colony aggressiveness slightly decreased with an increase in temperature, whereas brood care slightly increased. Other behavioral traits were independent of the mean annual temperature at the population of origin, including exploration for novel objects and foraging for proteins.
Across populations suites of correlated behaviors
The factor analysis revealed that variation in colony behavior can be attributed to 3 factors, which together explain 57% of the variation (Table 3 ; Supplementary Figure S2) . The first factor includes heavy positive loadings of exploration of novel environments and carbohydrate foraging, suggesting positive associations between these behaviors. Moreover, the first factor is significantly and positively affected by temperature (β = 0.226 ± 0.075, P = 0.040; LMM results in Table 3 ), indicating that correlations between the 2 behaviors could be affected by temperature, with the warmest and coldest sites showing the highest or smallest foraging and exploration values, respectively. In addition, the second factor was positively loaded with aggression and negatively with brood care, suggesting negative associations between these behaviors. However, the second factor is unrelated to temperature (β = -0.078 ± 0.061, P = 0.269; LMM results in Table 3 ), indicating that the negative correlation between aggression and brood care may not be affected by climate. Finally, the third factor was positively loaded with high values of exploration of novel objects, but did not relate to temperature (β = −0.094 ± 0.039, P = 0.070; LMM results in Table 3 ).
Within-populations suites of correlated behaviors and syndrome deviation
Within-populations associations among colony-level behavioral traits clearly differed from those found across populations. In fact, in most sites, the majority of the proactive behaviors were uncorrelated. Factor analyses conducted for each site revealed that the only positive associations between aggression, foraging and exploration behaviors were found at the warmest sites (Table 4) . For instance, for the warmest sites in Stamford and Concord positive associations are indicated between exploration of novel environments and proteins foraging or between aggression and exploration of novel objects, respectively. In contrast, negative associations between aggression and exploration behaviors could be found only at 3 colder sites, Lincoln, Claremont and Glen Arbor (Table 4 ). In addition, pairwise comparisons of syndrome deviations of behaviors among sites suggests that within-site syndrome deviation in 3 pairs of behaviors (aggression-carbohydrates foraging, aggression-exploration of novel objects, exploration of novel environments-proteins foraging) decreases with an increase in temperature (factor 2: β = −0.116 ± 0.031, P = 0.021; Figure 3a ; Supplementary Table S1 ). This indicates that colonies in warmer sites are less likely to deviate from the positive correlations observed between proactive behaviors, compared to colonies from colder sites.
Colony productivity versus behavioral traits and syndrome deviation
For the July census, per-capita productivity was only higher in colonies with higher carbohydrate foraging rates and lower brood care rates (Supplementary Table S2, Figure 4a ). For the September census, per-capita productivity was higher for colonies with higher carbohydrate foraging rates, slightly lower for colonies that showed higher brood care and slightly higher for colonies with higher exploration levels of novel environments (Supplementary Table S2 , Figure 4b ). Furthermore, no relationship was found between site temperature and colony productivity for both censuses or between Table 2 Results of the LMM (log-transformed aggression, brood care, and exploration) and GLMM (foraging) analyses for the relationship between behavioral traits and mean annual temperature across populations the interaction with site temperature and any of the behavioral traits (results for the interactions are not shown). Further examination of the adaptiveness of behavioral correlations using the "syndrome deviation" approach, revealed that for the September census syndrome deviation in the pairwise combinations of behaviors (aggression-carbohydrates foraging, aggression-exploration of novel objects, exploration of novel environments-proteins foraging) is negatively related to colony per-capita productivity (β = −0.094 ± 0.038, P = 0.016; Figure 3b , Supplementary Table S3) . These results could indicate that deviation from the syndrome may lead to lower colony fitness. However, no such relationship was found in the July census (β = −0.022 ± 0.022, P = 0.33; Figure 3b , Supplementary Table S3) .
DISCUSSION
Animals of a single species often show consistent differences in behavior (animal personalities) and, moreover, behavioral traits often co-vary (behavioral syndromes) (Sih et al. 2004; Wolf and Weissing 2012) . Such correlations between behavioral traits, which could lead to limited behavioral plasticity, have been suggested to be the result of genetic correlations between traits that can act as evolutionary constraints (Wilson 1998; Sih et al. 2004; Sih and Bell 2008) . However, recent studies reveal that behavioral correlations might be adaptive in some environments, such as under high predation pressure (Bell and Sih 2007; Dingemanse et al. 2007 ). To date, little is known about the way behavioral syndromes evolve and how they are shaped by climatic conditions. Here, in accordance with the POLS (Réale et al. 2010) , we tested the prediction that alternative behavioral strategies would prevail along climatic gradients, with more proactive versus reactive phenotypes in warmer climates. "Across populations", we predicted positive associations between "proactive" behaviors with higher rates of foraging, aggression and exploration in warmer sites. "Within populations", we predicted coupling of "proactive" behaviors to be more pronounced in warmer sites. Our study reveals that ant colonies of the species Foraging behavior values were standardized after correcting for the effect of worker number per colony. Significant loadings and parameters are shown in bold. Values reported in LMM analyses for fixed and random effects are mean (SE) estimated parameters and variance components (% of total variance), respectively. Relationships between behavioral traits (mean ± SE) and mean annual temperature. Aggression, brood care and exploration behavioral values were logtransformed. Foraging behavioral values were standardized based on worker number per colony (see Table 2 ). Lines are shown for significant correlations.
Temnothorax longispinosus show trait correlations along a climatic gradient across the North-Eastern USA. However, suites of correlated behaviors identified across sites were rarely found within sites, with more positive or negative associations between behaviors at warmer and colder sites, respectively. In addition, we measured colony productivity to test whether deviation from the population-level syndrome influences their fitness. Our study reveals that colonies from colder environments exhibit higher syndrome deviations than colonies from warmer environments, and that such deviations may be associated with lower colony productivity. Behavioral types of colonies varied along the climatic gradient, even after they were maintained in the lab under standardized common garden conditions for several weeks. Following the POLS hypothesis, colonies from warmer sites were found to be the more "proactive", exploring more chambers and showing higher foraging activity for carbohydrates, in comparison to the more "reactive" colony types from the colder sites. These differences could be explained by the fact that populations experiencing different environmental conditions are indeed developing different life-history strategies. For instance, colonies from warmer sites might show on average higher metabolic rates, which could correlate with higher levels of behaviors associated with food intake, such as foraging activity and exploration (Careau et al. 2008; Réale et al. 2010; Pruitt et al. 2011) . In ants, workers consume mainly carbohydrates while the larvae consume mainly proteins, and higher rates of carbohydrate intake are associated with high walking speed of workers (Oster and Wilson 1978; Davidson 1998; Dussutour and Simpson 2009) . Interestingly, protein foraging did not differ along the climatic gradient, despite the increase in carbohydrates foraging of colonies from warmer sites, indicating an increase in total foraging activity at the warmer versus colder sites. The lack of a decrease in foraging activity at the protein food patches could be expected, as proteins are an important food source for larval production and growth and indeed our results show no decrease in per-capita productivity at the warmer sites. As metabolic rate measurements were not taken in this study, the link between metabolism and behavioral traits in T. longispinosus awaits further study.
Our colony productivity results suggest an increase in per-capita productivity when colonies were more proactive, i.e. when colonies showed higher exploration and foraging, while per-capita productivity decreased with an increase in brood care investment. These results indicate that behavioral traits that directly increase food intake rates should be associated with high growth rate Stamps 2008 2010; Réale et al. 2010) . For instance, an increase in foraging and exploratory activity may consume energy but could also increase resource acquisition rates (Biro and Stamps 2008) , while more investment in brood care could limit the time devoted to foraging.
Several studies suggest that temperature could affect suites of "proactive" behaviors in ectothermic animals, such that an increase in temperature should lead to an increase in activity and aggression (damselfish: social spiders: Pruitt et al. 2011) . Nevertheless, in our study aggression of colonies from colder sites tended to be higher than in warmer sites, in contrast to our prediction. Two mechanisms could explain this. First, low food availability, could lead to higher resource competition in northern latitudes, and thus to increased aggression. Indeed, mathematical models suggest that individuals with low food expectations will show higher levels of aggression and will display risk-prone behavior (Wolf et al. 2007 ). For instance, evidence suggests that populations of the spider Agelenopsis aperta are more aggressive in sites with low prey availability (Riechert and Hedrick 1993; Maupin and Riechert 2001) . Secondly, increased aggressiveness at colder sites could be related to seasonality as our colder sites show a slightly more seasonal climate. In environments where the growing season is shorter, risktaking behavior can be selected for such that aggressive strategies will be favored as a means of acquiring sufficient energy resources in a short amount of time (Réale et al. 2010) . For instance, northern populations of the Atlantic silverside fish Menidia menidia experiencing shorter growing seasons were found to be more aggressive (Chiba et al. 2007 ). Interestingly, another study on ant personality along latitudinal gradients, shows a similar pattern and suggests that colonies of the related ant species T. rugatulus display higher levels of aggressiveness and lower levels of foraging effort at northern latitudes (although in this study foraging activity was measured in the field) compared to colonies from more southern latitudes .
Behavioral syndromes detected among sites were not found within sites. In fact, in most sites, the majority of the proactive behaviors were uncorrelated. For instance, a positive correlation between exploration of novel environments and foraging carbohydrates at the across populations scale was not found at the within-populations scale. This suggests that suites of correlated behaviors in T. longispinosus are not a result of genetic correlations between behaviors due to constraints, such that behavioral syndromes should be difficult to break apart, e.g. as was found in the spider Anelosimus studiosus (Pruitt et al. 2010) or in the antlion Myrmeleon hyalinus (Alcalay et al. 2015) . The results of our study suggest that behavioral syndromes could be adaptive, such that associations between a given pair of behaviors might vary substantially according to the prevailing environmental conditions. The only positively associated behavioral traits-aggression, foraging, and exploration-were found at the warmest sites. Although not so commonly found, the positive correlation between proactive traits at the warmest sites may corroborate the POLS hypothesis (Réale et al. 2010) . Similarly, spiders that were reared in enriched environments showed positive behavioral associations between aggression and exploration, whereas no such associations were found for individuals from restrictive environments (i.e. with no substrate for digging borrows and no vegetation for shelter; ). Additionally, a theoretical model (Luttbeg and Sih 2010 ) studying the persistence of behavioral syndromes based on differences in risk-taking and food resources, proposed that positive feedback mechanisms between animal states and different behaviors (such as state-dependent safety) could produce behavioral syndromes at intermediate levels of resource availability. In contrast, negative feedback mechanisms (such as asset protection), which may predominate at low resource levels, could lead to the decoupling of such correlations. Interestingly, another mathematical model (Wolf and McNamara 2012) suggests that a within-site positive correlation between foraging and aggression can be attained when physiological traits, such as variation in metabolic rates among individuals, are incorporated. Our study implies that the strength of such a relationship could be affected by climate. Positively associated behavioral traits were found only at the warmest sites, where they also show the lowest syndrome deviation (i.e. deviations from perfect positive associations between the proactive behaviors). In contrast, negative associations among those same behaviors were found only at the colder sites, which also show the highest syndrome deviation, suggesting that allocation of resources to high activity levels in one behavior could be at the expense of another behavior when resources are more limited. Intriguingly, 
Figure 4
Linear relationships between normalized values of carbohydrates foraging and brood care or carbohydrates foraging, brood care and exploration of novel environments against colony per-capita productivity for July (a) and September (b) censuses, respectively. Lines are shown for significant or near significant relationships: solid-carbohydrates foraging; dashed-brood care; dotted-exploration of novel environments.
the stronger syndrome deviation might actually be maladaptive, as observed in the September census, where colony productivity was negatively affected by syndrome deviation. However, this relationship was not found in the July census, which might have been taken too early to account for total annual reproductive output, particularly in sites where colonies might not have finished reproduction in early July. Alternatively, it is also possible that the observed differences between the July versus September censuses are due to differences in survival and reproduction of colonies between field versus lab conditions. Nevertheless, the fact that colonies which show higher syndrome deviation might be at a disadvantage compared to colonies with lower syndrome deviation could be true for warmer populations (see Introduction), where positive associations between various proactive behaviors could be expected and were indeed found. In colder populations, however, high syndrome deviation, which could indicate either decoupling, or even negative associations between behaviors, might in fact be adaptive, because in these environments simultaneous allocation of limited resources to different proactive behaviors could be costly. It is therefore possible that although our snapshot per-capita fitness metric could accurately represent the annual colony productivity, it does not capture colony productivity over years. This is important since Temnothorax ant queens and their colonies can live for decades (Keller 1998) and selection on colony behavioral type and different life-history strategies among proactive and reactive colonies could vary across years. In addition, allocation of resources to reproduction might vary between colonies of the different behavioral types, with some colonies investing more in sexuals and some others more in workers and thus in colony maintenance (e.g. Bengston et al. 2017 ). Further work is needed to better understand associations between colony behavior and reproductive strategies across sites and years.
In conclusion, in this study we chose a natural climatic gradient that provided us with the unique opportunity to study the POLS hypothesis. The POLS hypothesis (Réale et al. 2010 ) suggests a mechanistic explanation for associations among behavioral traits along such gradients at different spatial scales and our study partially supports this hypothesis. At the across populations scale, we predicted that warmer conditions will favor proactive types, whereas in colder environments reactive behavioral types should dominate. We found that colonies from warmer environments were on average more "proactive," exhibiting more exploration and foraging, compared to the more "reactive" colony types from the colder sites. In contrast, colonies from colder sites showed slightly higher aggressiveness than colonies from warmer sites, maybe due to changes in risk-taking behavior in responses to higher seasonality, coupled with lower resource availability. In addition, carbohydrates but not protein foraging of colonies changed along the gradient, possibly due to higher metabolic rates of ant workers from warmer climates with a higher need for sugars. Further work is needed in order to examine whether such differences across sites emerge as a consequence of plasticity or are due to selection. At the withinpopulations scale, we predicted positive associations between proactive behaviors to be more pronounced at warmer environments. Behavioral syndromes clearly occurred across sites, but the presence of behavioral syndromes within sites was population-specific. For example, positive associations between foraging activity, exploration and aggression were more pronounced at the warmest sites, and negative associations at the coldest sites. Moreover, colonies from colder sites showed more syndrome deviation than colonies from warmer sites, which might be due to trade-offs under resource limitation. To date, our knowledge on how different processes could affect suites of correlated behaviors among and within populations is still hampered by the limited number of studies conducted along macroecological gradients. Along climatic gradients other factors could be linked to climatic variation, such as nest site limitation, resource availability and social parasitism pressure, which could affect Temnothorax colony behavior (Modlmeier and Foitzik 2011; Jongepier et al. 2014; Bengston and Dornhaus 2015) and could also contribute to the observed within-sites patterns. Further studies should combine local and regional scale processes to gain a more complete understanding of the mechanisms responsible of such patterns and the selection pressures shaping populations. Finally, this study yields insights into the adaptive value of behavioral syndromes, particularly in social insects, and elucidates the role of climate in shaping animal personalities.
